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The following is a translation of the text published in J.Leipoldt  (ed.) Sinuthii

archimandritae vita et opera omnia IV CSCO (1913) pp. 173-197, to which he assigned the

title De Discrimine Temporum.  A Latin translation was made in the 1930s by Hans

Wiesmann and published in the same series. The only Biblical references I have supplied

are ones that I have been able to find myself, but I am sure Wiesmann has all of them. I

have occasionally added references to the Arabic text, but I should point out that I am not

an Arabist.

The text has been divided, presumably by the editor, into 50 numbered paragraphs. The

Arabic follows the same divisional, with the difference that the numbers are enclosed in

square brackets. Leipoldt provides no explanation for this in his introduction. The Arabic

text was made available to Leipoldt, who makes clear on p. xiv that he added it to this

edition.

Sections 1 - 5 consist largely of adjectival or nominal sentences: the  adjective  nanou

(good) followed by a noun/verbal noun type and the A is B type. The Arabic deals with the

adjectival type by using a structure that corresponds to English 'how good ...' It is probably

from this passage that the text has derived its name. 



In the name of God. A discourse of our holy father Apa Shenoute. His holy blessings and

the blessings of the saints all together, 'Amen. They will come upon all of us, we and the

whole congregation, that we may all live and our souls be saved together. Amen.' The two

when they go into the desert.1

Discourse2 of Shenoute

1. The time is good for casting off to sail. The time is also good for mooring on the bank.

Drowning is bad.

2. This I say,3 that the time is good for going to the church of God. Fasting is good. The

time for withholding yourself from your wife is good. Everything necessary of this sort is

good. The time for working on the fields is good, and eating is good. Marriage is also good.

And whatever we find for our needs is good. Fornication, on the other hand, is bad and lack

of self-control and the deceptivenature of matter and all similar things. (I am speaking  of

lay people who are in holy matrimony and not of monks who have taken up their cross and

followed the Saviour, in accordance with the injunction of the Gospel, out of their love for

the purity of the angels of light that they too, like the angels,  may be in the kingdom of

their Father.) 4 

3.  Going on to a high hill is good at any time and on any day to gain good things. Coming

upon it from the turnings of the way5 is also good for the sake of those who will fall6

beneath it. Falling from it and being7 totally destroyed is bad.

4. This means,  going to God is good every day, every time and every moment, asking him

to protect us from evil in this place now and make us worthy of eternal rest in the place we

will go to.  The things of the body too, it is good that we take care of them, food and

clothing, extending hospitality, our gifts and offerings, to give them to God for our soul.

Falling by the wayside and destruction in sin are wicked.8

1 Not in text C and not in the Arabic. It may refer to procession or pilgrimage made on the second day
of the week of Lent cf. the two-volume work of S. Emmel  Shenoute's Literary Corpus CSCO  (2004) p.380.
The same work contains comments about the incipit of this text on p.675.

2 Ar. uses the same term as the Coptic: lÒgoj.
3 Ar. ' I mean'. 
4 This section is omitted by A. Leipoldt cites his own work Schenute von Atripe (1903) 65 fn. 3 to call

attention to the possibility that the approval of marriage appears to have provoked some opposition in later
generations and the fact that later Mss. of the 13th and 14th cent. had to add a longish passage explaining that
marriage was good, but reserved for lay people. The passage is in the Arabic text.

5 Arabic : 'turns of  the path because of what he finds in it and how bad is falling from it, for it will
crush you utterly.'. 

6 If this is the verb 'fall', I do not understand nau, which looks like some sort of reflexive pronoun.
7 I take this to be essentially a nominal sentence, with a switch to the 2nd p. sing.:' falling on it, and you

will be utterly destroyed, is bad'. 
8 Essentially a repetition of the sentiment expressed in §3, but in slightly more conventional syntax.



5. The evening in which it is clear we go to our rest is good. So too is the day good. Because

when the sun rises, all the beasts of the field gather and go to sleep in their caves and man

comes out for his job and work until the time of evening.9

6. Let us interpret the word thus: when the sun of justice rises, that is when Christ Jesus

comes to the world, the demons gather and fall asleep in their caves. The caves are the

hearts of godless men. Man came forth for his job and work until the time of evening, that

is, his worship of God and every good thing or until he goes to Jesus Christ.

7.  There  is not a single skill or a single work which is exercised in bodily activities, but

numerous ones. Similarly, there is not a single skill exercised in spiritual activities, but

many.

8. Some10 to become virgins, others to purify the bedroom, and others to take up take up

the Cross and follow the Lord. Some to be charitable, as long as they have the material

things of life and wealth.11 And some for prayer and self-control, and others for every good

thing.

9. If there are many who chide some for sleeping, because they do not rise at the time when

they should, saying 'The sun has risen and you are asleep',  as if this were something that

needed to be said, then it is all the more necessary for us to say that Christ has come into

the world. We sin and do not repent. Now in particular is the time and the hour of rising

from sleep. Or is it not an opportunity for us to become the  evil one ?12

10. Or what is the opportunity for us to do good ? Is it the opportunity for us to weep in the

places of darkness because of the impurity and the scandals we give to the works of God?

11.  We are13 not afraid or ashamed of the word of those who will judge us, as it is said: 'We

do not cause scandal in any matter, lest one despise our service.' Many therefore despise

us and our services and the ranks and (monastic) habit. These things are considered to be

unimportant and they have become an object of ridicule for those who hate Christ.

12. If those who are asleep and who are drunk at night are reproached14, then how much

greater is the judgement and reproach of those who are asleep during the day. I mean,  if

9 There are similar sentiments in sections 4-5 of the Great Aten Hymn (perhaps written by Akhenaten
himself), in which the absence of the sun is characterized as the time when lions come out and snakes bite and
the presence of the sun as the time when  'the entire land, they perform their work' (tA dr.f jr.sn kAt.s). In
general, one may speculate that the equation between the rising of the sun and the coming of Christ has
parallels in the journey of Re through the underworld at night and the re-emergence of the sun after this
journey depicted so often in New Kingdom funerary literature.

10 Coptic has no verb, but Ar. reads: 'are chosen'
11 Passage is corrupt here. Henri Hyvernat suggests following the Arabic: 'and wealth'. 
12 The form ponhron usually refers to the abstract noun 'evil', but the form here is ponhros, which

usually refers to the person. Ar. ' ... the time of waking from the thrall of sleep, even it is an opportunity for us
to do evil.' 

13 The Coptic uses the tense known as the Perfect. 
14 Ar. has slightly different wording.



those who sin in their hardness of heart, not knowing God or His laws, are judged15 , then

how much greater is the judgement and reproach of those who will sin after they have

received all knowledge and that there is no God but Jesus.16

13.  Would that people were not asleep or drunk at night, for there would be many good

things for those who live in the inhabited world17 so that the earth would become like a

paradise. Because the Lord God Almighty is the one who planted it, He is also the one who

put the world into order, but those who are asleep and drunk in the day are numerous.

14. This explains the many evils that come upon us often and the troubles that happen to

us with the passage of time18.

15.  Are there not people who do many good things for love of You at night, such as those

who pray at night and bless God ?  There are also people who commit many impieties in

the light of day, such as those who fornicate and are violent.

16.  Therefore we will say once again19 what  sleeping is, what night is and what day is.

17.  For like those who are condemned in the courtroom for evil things, there are deeds that

they  admit as theirs,  before they are handed over to them, and there are deeds that they

admit as theirs, after they have been brought forward for the same punishments20 that will

happen to them,21 in the same way is the day of those whose sins become clear from this

place, being led to judgement on the day of necessity,  and those whose own follow them on

the day of visiting them22. What does it mean: 'they follow them ?'23

18.  Repent, man who thinks that God forgives you. He does not.  They24 follow them, for

this is what is in your mind, that nobody knows that you have done them. They will be

brought before at the time when you are judged.  And those things which are like any form

of deceit will not be concealed on the day when God judges the secrets of men and reveals

the things hidden by darkness.

19.  For also, according to the prophet, grey hairs grow on us, and we do not know. This

means, we have done great evils, forgetting ourselves, as if they were not sins, though we

are more than aware that that we are in sin. The things which we do clandestinely are

15 Lit. 'have a judgement
16 Ar. 'after full knoweldge that there is no God but Jesus'.
17 oikoumenh. Ar. is a literal translation..
18 Translates the Arabic rather than the Coptic
19 Ar. adds 'we will tell you'
20 Ar. 'one punishment'
21 These two clauses are balanced by the Gk particle m�n and the Coptic particle on (again)
22 Ar. 'death'
23 Ar. text is somewhat different: 'One single hardship strikes them all with force. Indeed, it is the

misdeed that follows them.'
24 Leipoldt supplies the subject pronoun.  

Ar. 'Return (to your senses), man who reject your Lord and who think that God forgives you. He does not. If
you do not return (to your senses), the following misdeeds, the ones  which you think nobody knows that you
committed them, will be presented before you on the Day of Judgement ...'



visible to God, we do not consider them to be sins nor do we perceive the need to grieve for

them. These things, if people know them, saying,'We have done them,  or the things that

have happened to us, they are what we consider to be sins and to be shameful that we have

done them.' This is the working of every hypocrite, so that it is their entire distress that

they have been apprehended in their deeds or that they have been revealed publicly and

that they have not feared Jesus. This therefore is how every deceitful person closes25 their

heart on them in sin. Their god is man.26 

20. So, what do we think of,  when we do not repent27 of our sins ? Who do we turn to ? Or

who do we look to, that they may prophesy to us once again, or evangelize us and offer

themselves for us and die on our behalf ?

21. There are no longer prophets or apostles and the Son of God no longer comes to teach

man or to shed his blood for us from this time.

22. For it is necessary and there is need for all these saints and their king Jesus to demand

the deeds of their pain and their blood from us if we have done fruits28 worthy of blows and

the injuries inflicted on them for our sake.

23. The prophet spoke not only about the one who had borne many children that she

became childless29 and that the sun had set on her in the middle of the day.30 For what use

will be it to us if we explain this over the synagogue of the Jews alone, for they are the ones

who had God and His laws at that time, but have since become godless, so that they no

longer have God the father ? For there were many among them at that time who had no

love for Almighty God in every good thing.

24. But such also is the soul which was virgin for a time31 and worthwhile and just, doing

good. But then the soul committed many acts of impiety. The sun set on it in the middle of

the day, which means that counsel or knowledge went from it - the sun hid itself from the

soul and the soul fell into despair in the middle of endurance.

25.  The barren woman gave birth to seven children32, that is, the church of the heathens33

became like the sand of the sea and the stars of heaven through their love of Jesus. The one

who was abundant with children became weak, which means, the synagogue of the Jews

became weak in faith. The one who was abundant with men of God at the time, from whom

25 Leipoldt's suggested reading.
26 Ar. 'They have no god but man'.
27 Ar. 'return from rejecting'
28 karpos. Ar. ثمار
29 I Sam. 2,5
30 This could be the prophet reference: Amos 8,9
31 A note on the Arabic word 'time' reads 'doubtful'.
32 Continuing the allusion to I Sam. 2,5. Jews are not uncommonly characterized as 'Christ-killers', but

this sort of anti-Semitic utterance is a bit more subtle and, as a result, more insidious.
33 xecnos, corresponding to the Hebrew 'goyîm'.



the prophets and apostles came forth, and judges and just men. Now she has become a

desert.

26. She is the one about whom it is said, 'The daughter of Zion will be abandoned, like a

tent in a vineyard and a shelter for cucumbers.'34  She is also the one of whom it is said,

'Your mother, I have compared her to the night.'35 She is the one of whom it is said, 'For

your iniquities I have cast out your mother.'36 This is the fruitful earth which he made37

saline because of the evils of the demons who live in it.

27.  This is like the soul which was barren for a time.  But then it became abundant through

its good deeds. The one that is abundant with every good thing for a time, not only did it

become weak in its deeds  of righteousness, but it also does works of abomination and

works that are worthless.

28.  He said, 'What about Jerusalem, for it has not purified itself to follow him ?'38 He said,

'I will make Jerusalem a place of rebellion and dragons. Thus, he will say, 'I will make the

soul that has not distanced itself from its sins a place of many tribulations and trials and a

place of demons.'

29.  Words and deeds, marvellous, many prophets and kings and just men have desired to

see them and hear them,  they have not seen or heard, as the Lord said. But now, having

heard them and having more than known them,  we despise all the things the Lord did.

30.  Are these words and deeds (such) that we hear them and then start to sin and so not

say to them, 'Why have I not heard these things or become aware of them from my

childhood ?' I promised not to defile the temple of the Lord and His house. I received

instruction on how to avoid the violence and and all the other evils of the devil.

31.  I myself have said that if man keeps his body pure and his heart for God's sake, good

things will truly happen to him.

32. Why or how ? Listen. If the small honey fly does good things in the place39 or the

vessels he finds, having been prepared for him, then how will Christ and His spirit cause

there not to be every good thing for the man He will find prepared for Him in all purity.

33.  I will address once again the matter of the honey fly. If this small creature or this bird

knows what is between him and me, then do not ask now how the Logos40 became flesh in

the womb of the Holy Virgin Mary. For only He knows him, how He became man in her,

34 Is. 1, 8
35 Hosea 4,5 (LXX)
36 Is. 50,1
37 Ar. 'became'.
38 Jer. 9,11
39 Not in the Arabic
40 Ar. 'word'.



He being God. We will not be able to know all the things of the Lord41. For many have

spoken much blasphemy42 because of  these confusions in this mannerof loss and disorder.

34. Be faithful and holy. When you go to him, you will see the glory of God and all His

virtues.43

35. If you wonder at all the things you see on  earth, then how much more will you wonder

at the things you see in heaven. And if you wonder at cities, works of man, that they are

beautiful creations with all that is in them, then when you see heavenly Jerusalem and all

that is in it and the beauty of the creation of the works of God,  how much more will you

wonder.

36. If you ever say, or if it comes into your heart, 'What will I do, for I am a weak person in

a heaviness of body44, I would try not to be less than His angels, blessing Him and

honouring him at all times because of 45 all His goods', then you will also be one of them

with the Lord, being like them and blessing Him with them.

37.  There is no heaviness of body from this time or weakness, nor is there sinning. For you

will rise in the physical body.  There are no plants in the earth from this time, and there is

no leaven46 in the well, that is, sin is not in the heart opposing you. Desire47 is not burning

in the flesh. The eye does not look after a woman, and you have no wicked thoughts. There

is no male and no female in that place, no slave, no free man, there is nothing under the

power of man.  But the male as male and the female as female are all together in the

kingdom of Christ.48  There is no wickedness or desire in the heart of anyone towards his

fellow.  For there is no devil from this time conspiring against them, as he scandalized

Adam and Eve in paradise, while they were still in a spiritual49 body, when their ear

received the wicked voice of disobedience and their eye coveted the fruit of the tree which

the Lord Jesus50 told them not to eat.

38. The one therefore whose sin is sweeter to him than listening to these things, he is the

man not worthy of the Lord and his goods.

39. If the Lord of a house does not want a house to dwell in it, if its impurities are not

swept away, then how will He enter it or remain in it, if it is destroyed by enemies ? Or does

41 Ar. 'clearly'
42 Ar. 'Many have fallen into blasphemy because of confusion ...(I do not understand the next two words)

They have lost and have been overtaken by fear and apprehension.'
43 arhte: I take this to be the Gk word. Ar.: 'the abundance of His blessings and virtues'. 
44 Ar. 'weak of strength, heavy of body'
45 epma: common, but not exclusive,  meaning is 'in place of' (CD 154b). Ar. 'because of'.
46 CD 353a  'leaven'. Ar. 'and there is no spring gushing forth from the well'.
47 epicumia. Ar. 'natural desire'
48 An echo perhaps of Gal. 3,28
49 The Gk word here means 'psychic', but this sounds a little odd in English, so I have used 'spiritual'.
50 Omitted in B. 



a foolish servant agree51 with them ? 

40. I mean, if it is only with difficulty that Jesus lives in the man who takes care to purify

his heart every day from polluted and wavering thoughts, then how on earth will He

remain in a soft body and those who who sleep with men, women and animals, in a word

with male and female fornicators of all sorts52, whose body has been destroyed and laid

waste by the unclean spirit through sin, the foolish and utterly wicked soul agreeing53 with

them ?

41.  Are you therefore  justified that sin has become king in  your body ? Where did you

glorify God in your body that He redeemed54 you with His blood ?

42.  If those who are slaves to their inners are repelled, as the Apostle chided in the final

sections of the first epistle, it is a pretext for eating and drinking, as he also said about

others, 'Some are barren hearts', then  who will not scorn you, you being a slave of things

which the demons do first ?' 

43.  What deed of purity or what deed of virginity is not in the holy angels ? And every deed

of truth, seemliness, justice, holiness, every blessing, every virtue, every glory. These are

what men are taught on earth.

44. What pollution or error and deception and lawlessness are there which the demons are

not in, so that they who commit impurities and other works of abomination will be like

them and those who perform the works of the angels will be like them ?

45.  If those drunk with wine contend with them in the Scriptures,  indeed  God gave wine

to them,  but not for drunkenness, then how will they not contend with those who are

drunk and deranged with the sins of the devil ? Is it not said of them that they are drunk

without wine  ? 

46. If there are people who grieve or whose heart chides them when they hear what the

Apostle said, 'The kingdom of God is not eating and drinking'55, all the same56 God is the

one who established eating and drinking, but not for self-indulgence, then are you whole57

from anger, cheating and eating from the table of demons and drinking from their cup ? Or

are  you going to the kingdom ?  What is on the table of those ? Or with what will it (table)

51 Difficult passage. Hyvernat proposes the infinitive form here, presumably understanding an ellipse of
the earlier 'does not wish'. Schaefers proposes a circumstantial 'and a foolish servant agrees with them.' Ar.
'Perhaps a foolish servant agrees with that.' See below fn 53

52 A paraphrase.
53 sumvwnei, as above in § 39, but this time with a different verb in the Arabic text, which says 'and a

soul ignorant and evil is also coupled with them'. 
54 Coptic makes no sense here. My translation is based on Leipoldt's suggestion, whose footnote supplies

a ref. to I Cor. 6,20.
55 Ro. 14,17
56 Ðmo�wj, which I take to have the same sort of adversative/concessive meaning as the colloquial

English expression 'all the same'
57 Leipoldt suggests adding a negative here.  Ar.' ... how do you escape from God's punishment ?'



lay a trap if not with every sort of food and drink of death ? It is a wonder, there are so

many assembled around the table that a place cannot be found at it.

47. They do not simply eat, but seize what is on the table and they are not satisfied with

that. Those who eat58 at a table full of good things, even if they are immoderate or

unsatisfield, but if the belly is full and the heart, they have to be satisfied. But  those who

eat or will eat from that which is on the tables of demons are immoderate and insatiable.

For the heart is not satisfied. This is how men who arise and and do not quit the table are

unsatisfied.

48.  And if some, uttering the name of Jesus, are unwilling to forgo the food on the table of

those creatures or even if, having eaten, they do not distance themselves from them, the

Logos will compare them  to dogs eating and omnivorous beasts,  dead and all having

become prey, even for the serpents.

49.  Is it not said, 'Let the heavens rejoice and the earth be glad, let it be, let it be, according

to the joy of the Holy Spirit, desired by all God-loving people.

50. The glory of the Holy Trnity, the Father and Son and Holy Spirit, creator of all life and

of the same substance, now and at all times for all the aeons of aeons. Amen.

God of  our  holy  father  Apa Shenoute,  may

you have mercy on us and may you forgive us

the multitude of our sins

58 This and the next sentence contain the two Gk particles m�n and d�, used to present contrasting
information in a balanced way. 


